Boston University Wind Ensemble

Fanfare from “La Peri”  
Paul Dukas

Trumpet 1 – Jonathan Escure  
Trumpet 2 – Cole Merricks  
Trumpet 3 – Emily Languedoc

Fr Horn 1 – Mackenzie Newell  
Fr Horn 2 – Hanan Rahman  
Fr Horn 3 – Rebecca Barron  
Fr Horn 4 – Yuan Tian

Trombone 1 – Matthew Grey  
Trombone 2 – Byul Yoo  
Trombone 3 – Levi Schmitt

Tuba - Steven Fulginiti
Shadows Ablaze (US premiere)  
Kathryn Salfelder

Flute 1 – Colleen McElroy  
Flute 2 – Benjamin Stern  

Oboe 1 – Jared Chapman  
Oboe 2 – Erin Shyr  

Clarinet 1 – Chengyi Xing  
Clarinet 2 – Xuefei Cheng  
Clarinet 3 – Tiffany Ye  
Bass Clarinet – Cheongmoo Kang  

Bassoon 1 – Daniel Beilman  
Bassoon 2 – Jay Rauch

Sop. Sax – Kangyi Liu  
Alto Sax – Chris Forbes  
Tenor Sax – Lannah Fitzgerald  
Bari Sax – Jesse Colford

Trumpet 1/Flugel. – Emily Languedoc  
Trumpet 1 – Kathryn Raney  
Trumpet 2 – Kayleigh Neff  
Trumpet 2 – Aaron Scoccia  

Fr Horn 1 – Rebecca Barron  
Fr Horn 2 – Joseph Scriva  
Fr Horn 3 – Hanan Rahman  
Fr Horn 4 – Brianna Kirkland

Trombone 1 – Alexander Knutrud  
Trombone 2 – Elisabeth Shafer  
Bass Trombone – Levi Schmitt

Euphonium – Lauren Casey-Clyde  
Euphonium – Matt Grey

Tuba – Jobey Wilson  
Tuba – Kyung Seok

String Bass – Christian Gray

Perc. 1 – Chang Chun Tsai  
- Nicholas Samuel  
- Carley Yanuck
Give Us This Day

David Maslanka

Piccolo – Jiatong Ma
Flute 1 – Scott Archer
Flute 1 – Natalie Van Slyke
Flute 2 – Jessie Wang
Flute 2 – Yeji Oh
Oboe 1 – Sara Simpson
Oboe 2 – Ashley Perry
Clarinet 1 – Shanon Rubin
Clarinet 1 – Tiffany Ye
Clarinet 2 – Chengyi Xing
Clarinet 2 – Xuefei Cheng
Clarinet 3 – Nicole Machado
Clarinet 3 – Conor McCracken-Flesher
Bass Clarinet – Katharine Hurd
Bassoon 1 – Sydney Neugebauer
Bassoon 2 – Dana Zareski
Alto Sax 1 – Chris Forbes
Alto Sax 2 – Zhaoyu Lei
Tenor Sax – Lannah Fitzgerald
Bari Sax – Zequing Chen

Trumpet 1 – Kathryn Raney
Trumpet 1 – Zoe Ronen
Trumpet 2 – Janet Christensen
Trumpet 2 – Josh Kanaga
Fr Horn 1 – Graham Thompson
Fr Horn 2 – Ye Feng
Fr Horn 3 – Brianna Kirkland
Fr Horn 4 – Sitao Yang
Trombone 1 – Jacqueline Dreher
Trombone 2 – Spencer Chapman
Bass Trombone – Zachary Haas
Euphonium – Lauren Casey-Clyde
Euphonium – Jobey Wilson
Tuba – Eric Goode
Tuba – Zachary Larson
Piano – Younggyo Lee
String Bass – Christian Gray
Timpani – Chang Chun Tsai
Perc. 1 – Carley Yanuck
– Mattijs van Maaren
– Jordan Carter
- Nicholas Samuel
Octet in E-flat major, Op. 103

Ludwig van Beethoven

Oboe 1 - Jessica Warren
Oboe 2 - Anna Bradford

Fr. Horn 1 - Hui-Yi Lee
Fr. Horn 2 - Nate Klause

Clarinet 1 - Jennifer Dashnaw
Clarinet 2 - Tanya Mewongukote

Bassoon 1 - Daniel Snedeker
Bassoon 2 - Daniel Beilman
Redline Tango

John Mackey

Piccolo – Natalie Van Slyke
Flute 1 – Areum Seo
Flute 1 – Jiatong Ma
Flute 2 – Scott Archer
Flute 2 – Qihui Ouyang
Oboe 1 – Erin Shyr
Oboe 2 – Sara Simpson

Eb Clarinet – Tanya Mewongkote
Clarinet 1 – Cheongmoo Kang
Clarinet 1 – Chenghi Xing
Clarinet 2 – Nicole Machado
Clarinet 2 – Shannon Rubin
Clarinet 3 – Tiffany Ye
Clarinet 3 – Conor McCracken-Flesher
Bass Clarinet – Katharine Hurd

Bassoon – Jay Rauch
Contra Bassoon – Kevin Grainger
Sop. Sax – Sean Mix
Alto Sax 1 – Jason Saetta
Alto Sax 2 – Savannah Holmes-Farley
Tenor Sax – Cara Kinney
Bari Sax – Kangyi Liu
Trumpet 1 – Cole Merricks
Trumpet 2 – Jonathan Escore
Trumpet 3 – Aaron Scoccia
Trumpet 4 – Kayleigh Neff

Fr Horn 1 – Nate Klaus
Fr Horn 2 – Mackenzie Newell
Fr Horn 3 – Yuan Tian
Fr Horn 4 – Joseph Scriva

Trombone 1 – Elisabeth Shafer
Trombone 2 – Alexander Knutrud
Trombone 3 – Ryan Bisson

Euphonium – Lauren Casey-Clyde
Euphonium – Jobey Wilson
Tuba – Kyung Seok Yu
Tuba – Eric Goode
String Bass – Christian Gray

Piano – Younggyo Lee

Timpani – Carley Yanuck
Perc. 1 – Nick Tariello
2 – Chang Chun Tsai
3 – Jordan Carter
4 – Mattijis van Maaren
5 – Nicholas Samuel
6 – Seo-young Lee
Wind Ens. Concerts –

Rehearsal – Oct. 6 4-6:30 - TSAI
Dress Rehearsal – Oct. 8 4-6:30- TSAI
Concert – Oct. 8 – TSAI – 7:30pm Call for all

Rehearsal – Nov. 17 4-6:30 - TSAI
Dress Rehearsal – Nov. 19 – 4-6:30- TSAI
Concert – Nov. 19 – TSAI – 7:30pm Call for all

Dress: See MU 650 Handbook